from when they arrived in Japan. Note that the passage of 14 days should be taken into
account and will take precedence over the date when the International Date Line is crossed.
b. From within Japan – will not be required to ROM, provided that no international
travel has taken place within the previous 14 days. Travel solely within Okinawa
Prefecture, including its surrounding islands, does not require a 14-day ROM nor does
travel solely within Japan using commercial air. If a traveler entered into Japan from
another country and was subject to ROM at another USFJ facility pursuant to
Government of Japan (GoJ) requirements, their ROM calculation is not reset if: 1)
they take military air from that USFJ facility to a military installation on Okinawa; and
2) they do not co-mingle with personnel coming from an overseas location who have not
yet completed ROM requirements. Any requests for deviation from this directive will
be determined at the Group Command level. Deviation requests from those not under
the traditional AF Group Structure will be determined by the 18 WG/CV.
4. Travelers into Okinawa Prefecture who require ROM and have no household members will
do so at their place of residence or other designated location.
5. If a traveler arrives into Okinawa Prefecture and requires ROM, but their household members
do not otherwise qualify for ROM status as detailed above, then three options apply:
Option 1: Residing together without ROM for non-traveling members. The traveler in ROM
status and the non-traveling household members may stay in their residence together with nontraveling members practicing self-observation, rather than adhering to ROM, only if the
following criteria are continuously met since the return of any travelers:
a. Non-traveling household members must separate themselves and avoid close contact (6
feet or 2 meters) from any traveler. They must ensure there is no physical contact between
travelers and non-traveling household members, including pets, and avoid situations having a
high likelihood of direct contact. Examples include kissing or embracing, sharing eating or
drinking utensils, close conversation (within 6 feet or 2 meters), and direct physical contact.
Close contact does not include activities such as briefly walking by a person or sitting across
a room.
b. Travelers and non-traveling household members must utilize a separate bathroom and
must not share personal items. Travelers will disinfect shared surfaces after use, particularly
the kitchen.
Option 2: ROM member residing elsewhere. (Limited resource – subject to availability). The
traveler that is subject to ROM may be approved to move into contingency housing for the ROM
period. This ensures that the non-traveling household members may remain in their household
without entering ROM status.
Option 3: All in ROM status. Both travelers and non-traveling household members enter into a
ROM status if staying in the same residence/domicile.

